Predicting future maintenance needs of equipment can be addressed in a variety of ways. Methods based on machine learning approaches provide an interesting platform for mining large data sets to find patterns that might correlate with a given fault. In this paper, we approach predictive maintenance as a classification problem and use Random Forest to separate data readouts within a particular time window into those corresponding to faulty and non-faulty component categories. We utilize diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs) as an example of event-based data, and propose four categories of features that can be derived from DTCs as a predictive maintenance framework. We test the approach using large-scale data from a fleet of heavy duty trucks, and show that DTCs can be used
INTRODUCTION
A significant part of the total operating cost in many industries is maintenance of assets and machines. Therefore, being able to predict failure occurrences at an early stage plays an important role in keeping high availability and reliability levels, product quality, and safety requirements. As many products become more and more complex, with increased dependencies among components and decreased development and testing cycles, the challenges related to understanding product usage and modeling life cycles become, in many industries, a major issue. With digitization and connectivity revolution though, comes the increased availability of data from different sources and the increased capability to process this data with more powerful hardware and more complex analysis methods.
Machine learning is one of the most promising approaches for addressing the challenges that arise in predictive maintenance. It has been shown that machine learning, given sufficient amount and quality of the data, can lead to very accurate failure prediction and discovering patterns of interest from sensor measurements [5, [15] [16] [17] . The main reason for those successes is the capability of algorithms such as artificial neural networks, random forests or support vector machines to discover patterns that are too complex for human experts to capture. However, those methods are still heavily dependent on careful data cleaning and feature extraction, which makes it especially important to design interactive solutions where experts share their knowledge with a systems in a continuous manner and can provide direct feedback.
Predictive maintenance in the automotive domain is more challenging than it may seem, since vehicles are moving machines and often operate in areas with low network coverage or traveling between countries. This makes continuous monitoring of vehicles difficult, due to for example the cost of wireless communication and the limitations of computational power [10, 11] .
Various machine learning methods have been used to identify faulty components, measure the wear and predict failures [5] . However, existing diagnostics models still suffer from a high false positive rate, while also missing detection too often. The main reason is the complexity of the vehicles and their associated environment. Other challenges include imbalanced datasets, where negative samples are dominant, mislabeled samples where the failure has resulted from improper used rather than quality issues, and redundant and noisy data are some factors that would affect the performance of a machine learning method.
DTCs are the example of useful information that captures a lot of engineering expertise that went into designing a complex product. Currently, DTCs are mostly analyzed in a workshop, by technicians trying to determine the underlying cause of the problem that has already manifested and rendered the machine unusable. Thus, the benefits of DTCs are limited to diagnosing a failure, and identifying the associated component. However, in many of today's products, the amount and frequency of DTCs are very large, and they can be continuously analyzed and treated as symptoms of imminent faults. Intuitively, one would expect the increasing in number of DTCs as a sign of anomalous behavior that is developing, even before actual failure.
While DTC data are expected to contain informative events, there is very little work on investigating the possible association between DTCs and failures of different components. One reason is that there are a number of challenges inherent in this kind of data: irregular occurrences, sparsity, complex structure, and usage dependent behavior. This paper proposes a general approach towards using DTCs to create predictive models for maintenance. Our method is based on several different types of features that can be extracted from raw DTC data. The contribution of this paper lies in the empirical analysis and results that demonstrate the potential benefit of incorporating DTCs into the prediction models. Different features and sets of features can be interactively suggested by an expert, evaluated immediately, and the corresponding increase or decrease of accuracy can be presented. Through a case study using large-scale data from a fleet of heavy duty Volvo Trucks, we showcase the difficulties and benefits of applying DTCs as a predictor of a component failure and show the approach taken for each step in the model.
We formulate the problem of predictive maintenance as a binary classification task, where the positive and negative outcomes are interpreted as the component going to fail or not within a particular time horizon, respectively. In order to explore suitable subset of features so that they are potentially useful in classification, four different categories of features in two levels of individual and aggregated levels are defined. The paper investigates the performance of the classifier by tuning different hyper parameters of the algorithm as well as using different input parameters (size of windows).
Experimental results confirm the feasibility of proposed features and show that the proposed model predict the failure in components using DTC data with a reasonable accuracy. Therefore, if the model predicts that a component is going to fail, then the failure can be prevented in time and successfully treated by predictive maintenance.
This paper is organized as follows: the next section, section 2 reviews the literature on predictive maintenance and feature extraction techniques. We provide detailed characteristics of DTC data in section 3, our overall framework for prediction and feature extraction algorithms are introduced in section 4, and the comprehensive evaluation results in section 5. We discuss future work and conclude the paper in section 6.
RELATED WORK
Much of the current research in maintenance modeling is concerned with condition-based monitoring which monitors a parameter's condition in a vehicle in order to detect a significant change. Such models are useful for non-complex systems aiming to detect the malfunctioning of an individual sensor. [6] proposed a least squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) framework for optimization of maintenance strategy relying on real-time condition monitoring of industrial machines. Non stationary behaviors of measurement signals is one of the critical tasks in condition monitoring [7] . [8] have treated the failure vibration patterns as novelty detection task. The basic concept of novelty detection is to examine a system's dynamic response to determine if the system significantly deviates from an initial baseline condition [18] . [3] developed a flexible and generic system for novelty detection aiming to diagnose faults when they have already occurred and to have the capability to provide warnings when a fault is still at its early stages. [9] recently provided an extended review on machine prognostics in the context of condition based monitoring. The authors also indicated the need for historical data that include many failures, even "catastrophic" failures for the development of a model for representing system behavior.
In order to monitor the conditions of the operating equipments and provide timely maintenance, [13] suggested an information system to predict failures of medical equipment based on log data. Their suggested approach was developed with an active involvement from domain experts and was evaluated by both machine learning and domain standards. [19] compares a period based approach and event driven based approach to show which prediction approach provides better accuracy and is more suitable for practical use in real world problems. They suggested that period-based approach is less sensitive to size of observation window and is suitable for long-term prediction. In this paper we apply a period based approach which consists of an observation window and a prediction window.
Although the use of component logs is common practice in forecasting failure, this data rarely contain explicit information for failure prediction. Expert knowledge has been proven to be of great help in many circumstances and very valuable in building predictive maintenance models [1] . [20] suggested a rule based model for the failure prognostic by taking advantage of the expert knowledge and the analysis of the failure mechanism. [2] reported successful diagnosis applications based on knowledge processing and tracing the complex relations between various signals and possible results in a way that experts do.
Our paper extends a recent work by Wang et al. [14] who proposed a parameterized solution for event/log based analysis. In that approach, four categories of features are extracted and then feature selection is used to identify the most important features for model construction. Our work differs in several aspects. First, certain parts of our work are reliant on domain knowledge, which are not covered in their work. In this way, we extract specific features from the DTCs which rely on domain knowledge. second, we designed new features specifically targeting the variation of input data in the observation window. 
OVERVIEW OF DTCS
Diagnostic trouble codes (also known as fault codes) are the codes that a monitoring system outputs when it detects a malfunction. Each diagnostic trouble code name consists of a node family identifier, followed by one letter indicating the system in relation with diagnostic trouble code. Body, chassis, power train, network and vehicle integration are four systems identifies the "main system" where the fault occurred. The next four digits indicate the failure component of the system and the last two digits of DTC define the failure type. The DTC failure type consists of 16 different failure categories, where each category is associated with 16 subtype failures known as symptoms. DTCs are indicators of a wide variety of problems, including serious mechanical or electrical issues, or unimportant problems. The simplest variation of these codes are set when a sensor reading is outside of normal range. Primarily DTCs were implemented in vehicles to facilitate maintenance and reparations by providing help to mechanics in workshops [4] .
DTCs do not occur at regular time intervals: one DTC might occur frequently, while another one might occur very rarely or never at all. The unique characteristics of DTCs, including the non regular intervals between the occurrences, the sparsity of the occurrences and their complex structures are some of the challenges met when developing a DTC based predictive maintenance system. Beside this, DTCs can be triggered by a wide range of stimuli and situations. One DTC might have multiple root causes and a single DTC might have multiple symptoms. These challenges must be addressed in order to construct a model based on DTCs for early detection of a component failure.
DTCs are logged in the vehicle's electrical control units while driving and later loaded into a central database when visiting workshops, enabling information to be further analyzed. This database contains detailed information on DTCs occurrences from different components of vehicle. This source of data makes it possible to apply machine learning techniques aimed at discovery of relationship between DTCs and failure in component. Since DTC data contain history of informative events related to the particular component, They seem to be good predictor of failure for a component. This will hopefully help to find defects in vehicles, making it possible to act before problems strike a larger part of the vehicle population. Figure 1 shows a subset of DTCs that are sent during the lifetime of multiple trucks.
METHODS
In this paper we develop a classification-based predictive maintenance framework. The goal is to identify components that are going to fail within a given prediction window, based on DTC data.
The first step towards building the prediction model is merging two datasets: the DTC data and vehicle repair data. The vehicle repair data contains historical information related to repairs that were performed on a component. We use period-based approach as a framework for prediction (see Figure 2 ). The period-based approach consists of three parts: observation window, lead time and prediction window. The vector of features is extracted from every observation window and use as an input data. The observation window is composed of a set of consecutive time intervals called sub-windows. Each sub-window spans fourteen days, corresponding to the time interval of DTC data collection. In this paper we use random forest models for prediction task, since random forest algorithm works very fast and tends to perform well with complex input data. We set a maximum tree depth to 10 and the number of tree sets included in each stage is equal to 100.
Working with DTC, there are some common parts of the knowledge which can be extracted, but we can gain a lot of new knowledge and distinctive features from experts to develop a framework for predictive maintenance.
Lead time is the minimum time interval that we would like to have preceding the failure time. A long enough lead time would provide sufficient time to deal with the failure that might arise. Since the goal of this paper is limited to outline the relation between DTCs and component failure rather than to create a generic model, for simplicity we consider lead time equal to zero. The period based framework predicts the future failure over a certain period, called prediction window. The class label of an instance is defined positive if there is any component failure inside the prediction window, otherwise is set to negative. We start from truck's delivery date to create instances and then move the prediction point along the lifetime of the truck by a constant parameter as moving step. By repeating this process for all vehicles, we can obtain all the training and testing instances to build the model. The total number of learning instances would be dependent on the size of the windows generated from historical data and moving step. Our goal is to perform a thorough study on factors such as the size of observation and prediction windows and choices of features that could impact the performance of the classifier.
Level Definition of DTCs
As explained in section 3, DTCs can decompose to different parts. In order to monitor changes in smaller parts, we propose to add an extra level of definition in DTCs. We apply the suggested feature extraction techniques on two level of DTCs, namely: individual level and aggregated level.
4.1.1 Individual Level. The natural solution is to treat all available DTCs as independent observations. In principle, keeping the individual identity of each DTC allows the classifier to exploit any truly informative relations and patterns among them. Such treatment of DTCs is very close to what experts and technicians do in workshops today -they try to find any possible connection between an observed DTC and failed components. It is also easier to interpret the results at this level, since an expert will be able to estimate the importance of individual DTC in connection with component failure.
In practice, however, the amount of noise and the complexity of the data are expected to make the prediction task prohibitively difficult. For instance if different failure types convey different messages related to component failure then focusing on individual level is inadequate to prediction task.
Aggregated Level.
DTCs have complex structure and are correspond to different symptoms of problems attached to their failure node, system type, failure type and failure component. In aggregated level of DTCs, each DTC decomposes into four units where each unit represents a message from DTC. So instead of tracking single DTC, we aim to monitor changes in each unit of DTCs. For example, if changes in system type of DTC has a relation with component failure then looking in aggregated level of DTCs may be more helpful than individual level. Capturing DTCs at aggregated levels helps reveal systematic deviations in DTCs that may be difficult to detect from individual perspective. The idea of using aggregated level came from expert knowledge since DTCs are designed to monitor certain functions of different components in the vehicles. Aggregation of DTCs based on functional area could generate new information for detecting the malfunction of the components.
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is process of extracting some valuable parameters for further processing of the input data [12] . The goal of feature extraction is to take relevant and most important information for classification from raw data. Being highly distinctive, being easy to extract and invariant to noise are properties that we would like to have in proposed features. In classification, it is important to extract features that are focused on discriminating between classes and choosing the right subset of features to get the best generalization. The proposed methodology is presented for extracting the information from experts to develop a framework for predictive maintenance.
After generating all instances from historical data, we extract features from the observation window. We define four types of features: Base count features, combined count features, historical count features, and trend based feature.
• Base Count Features. The first category of features represents the number of DTCs that triggered within each individual sub-window. We denote the base counts feature in individual level as to capture the variation in DTCs between two consecutive sub-windows. We denote the trend based feature as
where N is the number of DTC types and S is the number of sub-window.
In aggregated level, we focus on variation in each of four parts in DTCs. The procedure is same as described in base count features for aggregated level. These features have the same length of features and dimensionality of input matrix as base count features both in individual and aggregated level. The efficiency of this feature is based on the fact that it is sensitive to variation in DTC occurrences. Figure 3 visualizes the differences between these four feature categories.
EXPERIMENTS
In the experimental section, we present results from experiments aimed at evaluating the proposed framework. These experiments showcase the effectiveness of extracted features and the idea of applying DTCs in two levels in the learning process. For all experiments the process of data preparation, instance generation and feature extraction have been done based on configuration of experiment. The first group of experiments was devoted to examining the different parameters that could influence in configuration of proposed framework and as a result the performance of prediction models. For instance, by assigning different values to length of observation window and prediction window, different sets of instances will be generated and as a consequence different results are obtained. Moreover, this experiment leads us to compare the usefulness of different extracted features in predicting the failure of component. The second category of experiment has focused on evaluating the effectiveness of combinations of feature classes in prediction.
An air suspension component and a powertrain component have been selected as example components due to their different functionality. Another reasons for picking these two components are high failure rate and their attendant costs. Applying the same set of DTCs as indicator of failures in these two components enables us to explore the possible relation between DTCs and failure in each component and to compare the effectiveness of the models in different parameter settings (e.g. different size of observation window and prediction window) based on accuracy of classification.
The data used in these experiments includes the records of 1.000 individual DTCs across 30.000 Volvo trucks with delivery date from January 2015 to January 2018. In average DTCs are triggered 50 times during lifelong of a truck. We used data from 22500 trucks to train the prediction model, and tested the model with data from the remaining trucks. It is also worth noting that since the set of trucks for training and testing are different, all the instances of same truck would belong to either training or testing, in order to avoid possible over-fitting problem.
Performance comparison on different settings
The first series of experiments concerns the performance of prediction model taking into account different configuration of model parameters. This experiment allows us to investigate how the model reacts to using different levels of DTCs, which feature provides the better discrimination and most importantly, what is the best configuration for the size of observation window and prediction window. For simplicity of parameter tuning, the size of sub-window is fixed to two weeks. The performance was estimated using five-fold crossvalidation. The cross-validation process is then repeated on training data five times with each of the five folds used exactly once as validation data. After that, five models have been built based on the divisions of training data and the models were applied to test data. The reported results are based on performance of classifier on test set. Two target components have been used in these experiments (an air suspension and a powertrain component), since different components have distinctively different degradation times and mechanisms. Other parameters, such as the size of the prediction window (which corresponds to the lead time needed to schedule a workshop visit) also depend on business requirements that vary across different components. Therefore, the same setting of parameters cannot be applied for different components in deployment and it is vital to examine carefully which setting is more appropriate for each component.
Figures 4 and 5, as well as 6 and 7 show the results for different experimental settings: aggregated and individual DTC levels, respectively, for powertrain and air suspension components. The subplots (a-d) demonstrate different categories of extracted features, in particular how area under ROC curve (AUC) changes depending on different settings for prediction and observation windows.
Generally, when using the base count features on DTC data suggests that smaller size of observation window leads to better AUC; this is more pronounced in aggregated level, but also shows in individual level. One interpretation of this pattern is that most relevant DTCs occur close to failure date, therefore enlarging size of observation window will reduce the informativeness of the input data. On the other hand, combined count features give better result with larger observation window. This led to the hypothesis that by applying combined count features, we add more information to the model and summation of values from multiple DTC readings work better than a single reading from DTC. The large jump in AUC for combined count features, is because the number of instances is considerably smaller and the task of prediction is easier for classifier.
According to figure 4(c), defining more features by taking the reading from former sub-windows doesn't improve AUC. The lowest range of AUC values belongs to trend-based features. Figure4(d) suggests that trend-based features cannot play a significant rule in prediction of failure and there is no pattern between size of observation window and prediction window and accuracy of model applying this feature.
Comparison of results indicates that base count features in aggregated level work slightly better than individual level. Another observation is that the classification model trained with base count features or historical count features have better performance than trend based features. But the improvement in AUC for historical count features compared to based count features, which is provided by adding values from former sub-windows is non-significant.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Unplanned downtime is both dangerous and costly, therefore there is a strong push today to increase the dependability of vehicles by continuously monitoring their health status. The ultimate goal of predictive maintenance is to monitor the system, diagnose the potential problems and forecast the degradation of components to compensate, or maintain them just-in-time.
This paper explores the possible connection between DTCs and a component failure. Our approach was developed based on different features that are extracted from DTCs. Features in use are capturing important aspect of DTCs that are not directly observable in data. Additionally, we defined two levels in DTCs. The individual level is associated with each DTC and aggregated level is associated with different units within DTCs. We used one air suspension and one powertrain component to validate our method. The experimental results confirm the effectiveness of applying DTCs in predicting component failures under certain circumstances. In general, the results demonstrate that applying DTCs in the aggregated level provides better performance than in the individual level. Combined count features in aggregated level of DTCs were shown to outperform other settings for the classification task.
In this paper we present the design, development and outputs of a diagnosis system which employs interactions with expert throughout the diagnosis process. We found that interactive expert system can be used for prediction of failure in a component where expert provides valuable knowledge for building and refining the features.
Aside from features defined in paper, other features that may have discriminating power in classifying failures and have not introduced in this paper are features based on sequential patterns and statistics based features.
For new challenges we propose to incorporate domain knowledge in the analysis. The domain knowledge could be expressed in the models in different ways, for example by grouping the repairs into failure modes. So, in one group the repairs might be a result of wear out, while the other could cover repairs associated with mechanical damage. In this way finding possible association between DTCs and failure becomes easier.
In order to improve classification accuracy one can use ensemble methods, where data features vectors are fed into several classifiers and the results are then combined by a voting schema.
A more detailed study in predictive maintenance should be made by integrating all available features (ex. features based on specifications of vehicles and features based on parameters such as fuel consumption) and DTCs features in order to take full advantage of all available information which is not in the scope of this study. The 
